
vr Res iration-Humi.dit ,~ation

Four closely related topics are brought together in this c~ter.

Respiration rates are a measure of catabolic life processes in living

tissues. Humidity touches every facet of postharvest handling. Degreening~

the single most important packinghouse operation~ and refrigeration~ the

second line of defense against spoilage (the first is careful handling)

and the first against deterioration in quality~ involve a knowledge of

life processes of citrus f~uit~ including the effects of temperature and

humidity~ and engineering principles and their practical application in

the handling of large quantities of produce. Degreening and refrigeration

have a great deal in common, despite one being centeTed around the accelera-

tion of a natural process and the other a slowing down of the life pro-

cesses of fruit and pathogenic organisms, as will become clear in the

course of this discussion.

~. Re~Eira!:ion

Living organisms take in oxygen and give off carbon dioxide and

other waste products and heat in the process of respiration. Comments

were made earlier concerning the difference between climacteric fruits~

such as apple, pear, mango, avocado or banana, which undergo a charac-

teristic ~cr~e in respiration rate during ripening and non-climacteric

fru1t l;f.ke, citrus that do not show either an 1ncrease in respiration rate

or a well-defined ripening period (Fig. 1). The rate of respiration like

ot9.er chemical processes is responsive to temperature, being rou~ly

doubled for every 10°c. t:ise (or halved for an equivalent decline). Citr~s

fruit have a rather low rate at any given temperature as compared to

bananas, mangos or avocados (Table 13). These non-climacteric fruit

die of pathological causes, whereas climacteric types burn up their

sugars and other sources of energy and die of old age.

One means of prolonging shelf life in both types is simply to reduce

the temperature at which they are stored. This is vitally important in

the case of non-climacteric fruits in 2 respects, the conservation of

sugars in the fruit themselves and reduction of life processes of
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normal respiration with consequent rapid decay and death of the fruit.

CA storage of citrus fruit has been largely unsuccessful. The sensitjvity

of eitrus fruit to excessive levels of carbon dioxide (above 1-2%) requires

that conventional storage and shipping containers be well ventilated.

(1he few studies of atmOSpheres around fruit in polyethylene bags and

other containers which have been made indicate carbon dioxide level ~
~ may not be the real culprit but rather the associated volatiles.)

Ethylene is one of the numerous vclatiles emanating from citrus

fruit and indeed is produced intern~ly in most if not all plant tissues.

Endpgenous ethylene acts as a "trigger" to initiate ripening, the

threshold concentratiop bei~ very low, from less than 0.001 to 0.1 ppm.

It initiates the natural break in color whereby chlorophylls are destroyed

or transformed and carotenoids already present are increased. How chloro-

plasts become chromoplast6 in peel cells of citrus is unknown but ethylene

is involved. Normal respiration rate and evolution of ethylene are low

unless citrus fruit are subjected to some sort of stress, as for example

being bruis~d. Both ethylene evolution and respiration rat~ then jump

to much htgher levels 9 producing what may be termed a "false climac teric II.

Endog~nous ethylen~ also influ~nc~s soft~ning of intercellular membranes,

notably in the abscission zone which forms below the calyx (button) and

results in the latter either remaining on the stem when the fruit is

picked or loosening and falling off later.

H~i5!!tlBi

Hunddityaffects all aspects of horticulture. yet it is all too

often ignored~ misunderstood or ndsapplied. HumidIty 1S more a fact of

life than a controllable variable in preharvest horticulture. but: its

1hfluence should always be considered. Humidity is often a controllable

variable which has assumed increasing importance during recent years in

postharvest horticulture. The solutIon of problems involvIng hum:1-dity

is. nevertheless. often hampered either by inadequate comprehension

of the essentials of humidity or, moreoft~n, by a lack of coordination

in applying the d1sciplines of horticulture~ physics. engineering. plant
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pathogenic organisms around the fruit. The likelihood of invasion by

decay organisms increases almost geometrically (or even exponentially)

with higher temperature, thus the continual admonition to cool citrus

£ruit to a safe temperature as soon after harvest as possible. By con-

trast, long-term storage studies have shown only minor changes in sugar

content of oranges even after 12 weeks at 32°F (O°C). There is a hazard,

however, in reducing the temperature of tropical fruit, such as grape-

fruit, mango, avocado or banana, to a level which would give them pro-

tection from decay organisms, specifically their sensitivity to chilling

!nj~ry. Fruit in this category, which also includes limes and lemons and

many other non-citrus species. exhibit symptoms of metabolic stress,

such as pitting or an overall breakdown of peel tissues as well as various

types of internal browning, etc., when they are subjected to temperatures
.'

well above freezing. l11e degree of sensitivity varies not only among

species, bananas chilling after only a few hours' exposure to temperatures

below the mid-50'sF (12-l3°C) and others requiring a few to several weeks,

but also during the season for the same species, the behavior of grape-

fruLt 9~ipg ~neexcellent example.

Climacteric-type fru1t can also be "put to sleep", have their rate

of respiration greatly reduced, through a combination ()f lowering the

concentratioft of oxygen and increasing that of carbon dioxide. Apples

and pears can be held for extended periods in controtled-atmosphere {CA)

storage where low levels of oxygen and high levels of carbon dioxide

are maintained along with temperatures near freezing. CA storage has

proved less successful thus far forc1imacteric-type tropica!. fruit,

primarily because of their sensitivity to chilling injury and the

general requirement of harvesting the fruit at the proper stage. 'fl1e

latter has proved particularly troublesome for fruit like avocado, mango

or banana whose bloom periods extend from a few to several weeks.

Numerous attempts have been made to utilize CA storage for non-

climacteric-type fruit. Respiration rates can be reduced as in con-

ventional storage but lowering either the o~gen level or particularly

raising that of carbon dioxide results in fermentation, instead of
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p~y~.i9logyf plat:l.t p~th;olQg¥ and sometimes others such as meteorology or

economics. ~e~e senten~,~,. quoted with slight emendation from Grierson
~ ,

and Wardowski (1.975),~ underl~ne the ubiquity ,and vital importance of.

humidity and its ramifications to horticulture in general. The following

paragraphs are largely based on thiss9;u:rce.

1.. E~reS8ion8:

Humidity can be expressed in several different ways, such as

percentage relative humidity {%rh),:specUic humidity, dew point, vapor

pressure and various combinations of these. Each 1S useful, provided

one understands their limitations. The observation on Which all are

based is most commonly the difference between dry-bulb (DB) and wet-bulb

(WB) thermometer readings.. Depression of the wn reading results from

evaporative cooling and is directly related to both temperature and water

vapor pressure in the air. Instructions foru~e of a sling psychrometer

to obtain DB-WB readings specify an air velocity of at least 500 ft/min

{ca. l50m/min) , preferably lOOO ft!1Din (30Om!miri). the WB wick wetted with

distilled water and £ree of dirt and accumulated saltS:, and thermometers

calibrated to fifths or tenths of a degree if an error less than :t7% in

rh is desired. The common DB-WB thermometer p:afr With water reservoir

for the WB wick is woefully inaccurate in still or slowly moving air.

"

~erce~tagerelative!!umiditI (rl.i) is the ratio, e~ressed as %,
; ;

between the quantity o£ water vapor present and the maximum possible at

that temperature and barometric pressure (with correction for partial

pressure of water vapor present). Water vapor and air coexist independently

Relativ~_h~iditi,~s can pnl be co ared at the same tem erature arid bar~-

~!:Eic 2Ee!~ur~. (Tables for rh always specify the barometric pressure

for which they are des~n~d and usually give the equation for CQJ:"rection

to a different pressu:re.)

!!~gol~te or sEec~~ichumi.<.!~ is the measure of the weight of water

in a given weigbtc"ofia1;r, usually being expressed as grains (gr) per

pound of dry air (~.£428g/kg). Typical psychrometric charts are shown
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in Figs. 20 and 21, in which absolute humidity is shown as a vertical

axis at the right. Relative humidity appears as a series of curved lines

which separate as the DB temperature (horizontal axis) increases. Each of

the 5 conditions specified in Fig. 21 differ in DB temperature but have

the same rho Condition A~ for example, shows absolute humidity as

30 gr/lb (4.28 g/kg) at 33°F (0.6°C) and 95% rh, while E at 85°F (29.4°C)

shows 180 gr(lb(25.70 g/kg) , meaning that 6 times as much moisture must
, .,

be vaporized at 65:F t? give 95% rh ~s at 33°.

Pewpoint, (PP) is commonly used as a measure of humidity, particularly

by meteorologi~ts. DP is the temperature to which moist air must be

lowered (at constant pressure) to:initiate condensation (100% rh). DP

is found by movi~g horizontally to the left from a specified temperature

and rh condition until the 100% rh curve l.s interc~pted. The DP, for

example, of 85°F and 60% rh wou~d be slightly above lO°F (21.10C). (Note

that absolute humidity at this DP is 110 gr/lb- 1.511 ~/kg, meaning

that some 70 gr/1b = 10 g/kg moisture would hayeto be, added if rh were
,

to be raised to 95% while maintaining 85°F!).. , ,'c

Vaporprescs~ed.sc the partial. pressure of the water component of

any dry air plus water vapor combination. There is a direct correlation

between absolut~ (scpecific) humidity and vapor pressure regardl~ss of

temperature atanygiv~nbarometric pr!ssure(Fig. 20). Vapor pressure

is oft~n used as an e)q)ression for humidity gradients which are denot~d

as "vapor pressure deficit" (vpd), that is, the difference between

vapor pr~ssures at 2 points. Vpd determines the rate of evaporation,

hence of transpiration but does have the problem of being a comparative

measure which does not indicate the amount of water vapor involved.

(Vpd is frequently e~ressed as mm Hg in addition to the units shown

in Fig. 20.)

2.

The ~p~£i!!£&!:avitx of moist air is lower than that of dry air.

Water vapor is a gas subject to Avogadro's Law which states that equal

volumes of different gases at the same pressure and temperature contain
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the same number of molecules. Each molecule of water vapor will dis-

place a molecule of one of the components of dry air (essentially, oxygen

and nitrogen) in a given volume of humidified air. Atomic weights of

water, oxygen (°2) and nitrogen (N2) are 18,32 and 28, respectively,

hence the more water vapor a given volume of air contains, the lower is

the specific gravity.

The amount of water vapor which can exist in a given space is

directly dependent upon temperature and exerts its own vapor pressure

independently of the presence of air. The lattcer is derived from Dalton's

Law which states 2 or more ~es occupying the same space at the same

time behave independently of each other.

Total heat con~en:!:: (enthalpy) of dry air is based on its specific

heat (approximately 0.24 between 0° and .1.00°F = -190 to 37.7°C). The

specific heat of water vapor is about doub1e that of air (0.48) meaning
,

it takes more transfer of heat (sensible and latent) to change the tem-

perature of moist than of dry air, whether heating or cooling is involved

Alterations of the water vapor content are, however, of Dtinor consequence

in heat transfers, provided there is no change of state. Latent heat

is released when moist air is cooled below the dew point or when water

.i$ vaporized, the latent heat of condensation or of vaporiza~ion being

about 590 calfg. Latent heat is also released in the change of state

from liquid to .ice or ~ versa, being about 60 ca.1/g as heat of fusion.

Several sit~tiQnS involving the latent heat content and humidity of the

air occur in citrus groves and packinghouses. One is that shown in

Fig. 22, where the air temperature is at 35°F (l.rOC} and 90, 50 and

10% rh, respectively. Here, the release of latent heat at point A'

results in a "white frost" with no damage but the dew points are too

low at either B' or C' to prevent serious damage. Another situation

in a packinghouse would be the frost~ up of refr~ger,.,tor coils, which

would involve both heat of condensation (vapor to liquid) and heat of

fusion (liquid to solid).
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3. Interactions with Temperature and Air Movement:

Changes in temperature produce associated chan$~~ in humidity. A

case where considerable dehydratio!! occurs as a result of a severe dif-

fusion gradient in terms of absolute humidity (110 gr/lb = 15.71 g/kg
,in bags vs. 30 gr/lb 2 4.28 g/kg in a "refrigerated Veb'tcle) is shown in

Fig. 23. Curves in Fig. 24 illustrate the gyrations. in % rh with

alternating 70°F (21°C) and 40°" (4.4°C) storage of grapefruit in loose

polyethylene bags (no bagmaster carton). Another icnteresting example (Fig.c25)

which also results in increased moisture loss occurs because of minor

fluctuations in temperature. These cause much wider fluctuations in

% rh with a consequent drop in absolute humidity when rh is low and thus an

increased gradient. out of the fruit.

Air movement affects humidity in a closed system such as a cold

storage. The higher the volume circulated per minute. the higher is

the humidity. There;J.s a smaller temperature differential then between

return and delivery and consequently less precipitation of moisture on

the coil~ takes place under those conditions. The net result is to raise

humidity, thereby decrea$ing transpiration and reducing shrinkage. 1'he

oppo~ite effect is produced, however, if air velocity aLa constant

humidity is raised.

4. Desiccation, Wound Healing, and Chilling Injury:

Manifestations of desiccation in citrus are commonly seen in 2 dif-

ferent forms. One is the freezing of internal tissues with more or less

complete disruption of membranes and subsequent drying out while fruit.

are on the tree. The rind in this instance remains intact and apparently

free from damage. The other. which presents a serious economic problem.

is stem-end rind breakdown of oranges. This disorder results when sus-

ceptible fruit are subjected to drying conditions between the tree and

the washing and waxing operation.. Such fruit appear normal but a ring

of tissue around the stem-end collapses several days later (Fig. 26).

Decay often sets in innnediately (Table 14).
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Heal!!!g of minor wounds was noted when citrus fruit were degreened
.

at very high humidities used to minimize stem-end rind breakdown.

Healing involves synthesis of lignin, which occurs only at humidities

well above 90%.

Extremely high ~~midities (96 to 9{i% rb) have likewise been found

to restrict greatly the development of ~h!!:!~g inju!:y of citrus fruit~

Equipment and monitoring devices are now ava1i~ble to maintain humidities

in the desired range to suppress stem-end"br~down prior to washing and

waxing. Maintenance pf coptinuous very high humidities inside packages

during transit requ1re~, h~ever, that. some means must be devised for

damping fluctuation~:jftfu$trated in Figs.23. 24 and 25 before higil

humidity shipment of chilling injury-sensitive fruit becomes feasible.

De~ree~i~gc.

Degreening is the single most important operation in citrus packing-

house handling, as it is done during the per1odwhen a large proportion

of the season's profits are made. Degreening is done mainly in the

early fall when certain varieties are edible and legally mature but

still have more or less complete green color.. The procedure is variously

denoted "degreening" (the preferred term), "gassing"~ "coloring" '(an

unfortunate designation from invariable confusion with "color.,.add", a

quite different operation), "sweating", "curing" or "quailing".

,P,a~kinghou~e operators were aware e~rly in the 20th cent~ry they

could place stacks of filled boxes under a t;,arpaUl,in for a few days and

color up fruit too g~een to meet the existing maturity standard of "half

CQtor". It ~as disGovered about 1915 fruit shipped across the country

from Californi~ in rail cars equipped with kerosene heaters were well

colored upon ~rrival, ~ven though they were originally quit~green. It

w~s thought at Jirst heat was responsible, then it was realized degreening
,

occurred only if the heaters were improperly adjusted and prodllcing

fumes. Pe~ny; reported in 1923 after thorough investigation and numerous

experiments th~ active ingre4;i,eDt in the kerosene fumes was ('!thyl(,'tt'.
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At least 1,000 to 2,000 ppm was recoBmlended for degreening C1trus fruit,

al.though one of Denny's own experiments with lemons showed the process

could be initiated with as little as 0.1 ppm. Degreening with ethylene,

in which the natural process of fruit coloring on the tree can be

greatly accelerated, became standard packinghouse procedure following

Denny's discovery.

Degreening has been a major research concern at AREC Lake Allred

(formerly Citrus Experiment Station) and other centers for many years.

Hundreds of co~ounds have been screened as de greening agents but ethylene

is still by far the best one from the standpoint of efficiency and also

.the least expensive material available for the purpose. Recolmnendations

for operating conditions and other facets have been continually modified

on the basis of the latest findings from the degreen1ng research program.

The latter has accelerated substantially in the last decade in response

to the general shift of packinghouses to pallet boxes, the design of

new types of degreening rooms for these boxes and increased problems

of various disorders connected with harvesting and handling..

1. Operating Conditions:

The basic operating conditions for degreening rooms were developed

during the 1950's and earlier when fruit for fresh shipment was handled

almost exe1usive1y in field boxes, rooms were built to hold 500 to 1500

boxes, controls were manual and ethylene was dispensed by either the

"shot" (periodic additions of gas) or "trickle bottle" (continuous

addition of gas monitored by counting bubbles). Recommendations in

1960 (Grierson and Newhall, 1960) were 20 to 200 ppm ethylene, 83-85°F

(28.S-29.4°C)~ 85-90% relative humidity, continuous air circulation

and ventilation, and maximum degreening periods of 60 to 72 hours for

oranges and 48 to 60 hours for grapefTUit. These were based upon ex-

t:ensive experimentation and reflected the best judgement of all con-

cerned. The 85°F temperature was found to be optimum under Florida

conditions, with a drastic reduction in rate of de greening either above

or below this point. The curve for oranges is V-shaped with the apex
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c,~nt~redon 85°~ while thatforgrapeft"uit is U-shaped. (The optimum

forC~lifornia ~s 75°F (24°C).) Air circulation to give about one

cha~ a minute and venti1!1tion adequate to keep the level of carbon

dioxide below 1.0% (about one cotnP1ete change of air per hour) were

also found necessary.

Grierson and his co-workers have maintained throughout their resear~h

on de greening thaJ: eth lene mu~t besu the ssible level

and the de reenin eriod must be the shortest ossible. The prImary

reasons are that d!plodia stem-end rot (Diplodia nata!~nsis) has an

optimum temperature of 86°F (3QoC) and ethylene specifically stimulates

its growth. Development of laboratory tech:niques for measuring minute

quanttties of ethylene in the early 1960's lead to the discovery that

the threshold concentration for initiation of de greening was 0.1 ppm

or lower. This and the perfection of inexpensive, fast, reliable

instruments for measuring ethylene for dispensing small quantities of

gas accurately led to a drastic reduction in the reconmended concentra-

tion to the present 1 to 5 ppm. Automatic monitoring devices can main-

tain 1 to 2 ppm in large rooms.

Reconmlendations for relative humidity levels in degreening rooms

have also changed. Evidence was laboriously accumulated in the course

of many.hundreds of e~eriments that the incidence of a number of

physiological disorders, notably stem-end rind breakdown of oranges,

was drastic~lly increased under conditions of low humidity. Lots in

which delay~q£a day or 2 occurred between harvest and washing and

waxing and fruit froJll groves receiving large quantities of nitrogen;

relative to potash,. and particularly combinations of these conditions,

frequently bad inordinately high rates of stem-end rind breakdown and

subsequent rapid decay" neither of which were evident until the fruit

were well on their way to or in the retail store. By contrast, sill1ilar

lots which were either bandIed promptly or i~ediately put under high

humidity conditions had much lower rates. A separate series of e~eri-

ments to determine the feasibility of using oranges harvested mechanically
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revealed that not only was stem-end rind breakdown reduced but minute

nicks, cuts, abrasions, etc., incidental to fruit being swept up from

the ground also healed when fruit were held at humidities just under the

condensation point. (Inspection shows current coTmDercial hand harvesting

produces about as many minor wounds.) Recommendations for relative

humidity were then raised to 90 to 96% and equipment in the newer de-

greening rooms can maintain 96 to 98%, which is in the range where

lignin development occur~ in the wound healing process. Grierson em-

phasizes citr~s fruit must be brou ht into hi sur round in s

P!:~t!y~fterharvest, particularly those lots predisposed through

gro-vgcultural practices or other conditions to rind breakdown suscep-
,

tibility. (Fruit which are colored sufficiently not to require degreening

can be stored in the same rooms.)

Certain varieties, notably 'Temple', tangerines and tangerine

hybrids, are unusually sensitive to degreening conditions, parti~u1arly

when humidity is too low or temperature too high. Degreening of satsumas

is not recommended and all of the other specialty fruit $hould be de-

greened as short a period as possible, in no case longer th~n 36 to 48

hQurs.

Factors Affecting Degreening:2..

It is well known the degreening period must be longer early in the

season than later on and such fruit are lighter in color wben they come

out of the room. The efficiency of de greening can be improved greatly

if fruit are presorted for color and size. The darker green are the

fruit, the longer is the e~posure to de greening required. Smaller fruil

require a longer exposure than larger ones of a given shade of green.

Fru1t from young or vigorously growing trees or trees given a late

oil:"emulsion spray (part1cularly early oranges and tangerines sprayed

after early to mid-July) or those which have regreened ('Valencia'

and other late-season oranges) are virtually impossible to degreeu.

Washing retards de:greening for reasons not understood althoughTt is

often done anyway. Polishing orwa~ing essent:ially inhibits de~ec;f\iM
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3. Degreening Rooms

Many different types of rooms have been built especially for de~

greening or in some cases modified for the purpose since the early 1920's.

The earlier rooms were constructed of wood, concrete or metal with

slatted wood or solid concrete floors (Fig. 27). Shape of the rooms

varied from square to rectangular, the latter often being woefully in-

efficient because of dead spots in the corners. Capacity ranged from

about 500 to a maximum of 1500 field boxes. Older types of rooms included

the Hale, Webster and FMC. Some versions consisted of canvas walls

and ceiling and were more efficient than those built of other materials.

as they provided better ventilation.

Changes in de greening room design began in the late 1950's when

the false ceiling room (Fig. 28) was devised by the Citrus E~erime.nt

Station at Lake Alfred (now AREC Lake Alfred) to overcome some or the

drawbacks of other solid floor types. This room had the fan~ heater and

other equipment mounted over a false ceiling which had openiugs around

the edges and a movable center stack so the space could be tised for

other purposes between de greening seasons. The most radical departure

from traditional degreening room construction also appeared in the late

1950's in the form of bulk degreeningbins (Fig. 29). These were

modeled after regular cannery bins but were equipped with a series of
-

cicer press cloth-covered baffles arranged in zigzag fashion. Fruit

were loaded by conveyor through a trapdoor at the top and unloaded at

the bottom. Capacity was approximately otle-thirdof the b1n volume,

or about 100 to 150 boxes. They worked well only for oranges.

O],der types of d~gf~ning rooms were mOdified in existing packing-'

ho~ses to acco~odate pallet boxes as these came into use in the early

1960's. Low c~ilinghe~ghts w~~ch were adequa"te fpr 4- or 5-h1gh stacks

of field boxes were too l~, floors in many cases were not strong

enough to support fork lift tru~ks loaded with 1 or 2 lOOO-lb (.4fik4 kg)
":'

pallet boxes of frui-o.:. and fans were gen~rally too small to' prq~ide
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proper air citculation for the inc-reased volume of fruit being degreened.

Some of the new packinghouses constructed enlarged versious of the false-

ceiling type to accommodate 3000 to 5000 boxes. These rooms were not

particularly efficient since they retained the central stack as a

means of air ~~try to the pallet boxes, although they were designed for

stacks 4 to 6 high 8cS had been standa,ro practice in deciduous 'fruit cold

stor~ge f?r years. Pallet boxes with 4-way runners would have provided

proper air mov&~ent, whereas those with 2-way runners (standard in com-

merc;i.~l use) had air movement blocked in the crosswise direction. (Con-

currently, th~U.S. Dept. of Agriculture conducted a series o~ experiments

in cooper~t;i.on with AREC Lake Alfred with pallet boxes of several designs,

after which a ~quare box, initially with slotted bottom and sides but

later with s1,ott~dbottom only, was recommended for general use 1n

Florida.)

Theend-to-end air flow concept was the sfnglebiggest improvement

in the history of degreening room design. The initial version incor-

porated in new degreening rooms constructed at Lake Wales CGA and a

few other packinghouses was a batch-type operation~ as was its pre-

decessors (Fig. 30). It is similar in some respects to the false-ceiling

room in that the fan~ heater~ etc.~ were mounted above a false ceiling

but fixed for horizontal movement of air. Canvas curtains were lowered

at each end of the false ceiling until the opening above the pallet

boxes, which were stacked 2 to 4 boxes high in tight parallel rows,

was blocked. Space was left at both ends of the rows of boxes, the one

nearest the front acting as the delivery duct and the other as the

return. Air circulates between the aligned pairs of pallet runners,

each row and layer thus having its own lengthwise duct from which air

flows up thJ;J>ugh the slots in the bottom of the boxes. These rooo1S

were highly soocess£ul, with efficient degreening and no real limit on

capacity, although they were usually made large enough to hold most

of a day's run. Controls for temperature, humidity~ ethylene, venti la-

,tion and air circulation were automatic. The only real drawback to

this design was having the air delivery to the front, which meant
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degreening had to be $uspended while the room was being loaded or un-
:! ...

loaded. Nevertheless, this is $till (1978) a widely used desigtl, par-

ticularly for small or medi~size packinghouses.

The next version involved several modifications. The major one waf

to r~verse the direction of air delivery to the back of the room where

vertical ducts with T-shaped separators spaced pallet box width apart

suppli~d air to the individuals rows of boxes. An aisle about 16 ft.

(c~ 5 m) wide for maneuvering fork lift trucks"ins1de the room and air-
"'

~ur~ain entry and exit doors were added at the front to permit loading

and unloading while the room was in operatl()n. This version was thus

designed as a continuous-operation room (Fig. 31) operated as a single

unit. ;It was noted, however, there was little lateral movement of air

from one ,row of pallet boxes to another, provided the boxes were placed

tight against the delivery duct and each other in a row. This meant

that each row, or groups of rows, could he qegr~ened independently if

desir~d. A room with 3 units op~rated as" a single unit is shown in Fig.

3.lc &nd the same operate.d as 3 units~ in fig. 3ld, the only difference

being the lengthwise partitions above the fal$~ ceiling. The lengths of

time required for loading and unloading a 10,000 bo,x equivalent-capacity

room are long enough to warrant the extra expense of 3 sets of controls.

The latter mean the differept sections can be turned on (or off) when

not needed, with a resultiJlg substantial saving inopera~ing cost$.

A point Grierson has emphasized since the first pallet-box degreening

rooms ,were constructed is their similarity to cold storages. All they

need is adclitional refrigeration equipment, an adequate vapor barrier,

and insulation in the walls to convert them to bona fide cord storages.

Degreening is done mainly in the fall and for a total of no more than

6 or 8 weeks during the year. remperatures of fruit entering the packing-

house may approach IOO°F (37.8°C) on occasion; low humid1.ty situations

may also require so much steam to raise rh to the operating range in a

degreening room as to increase the temperature well above 85°F; thus,

refrigeration capacity to cope with these probl~ms is definitely recommended
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Fixed expenses of these jumbo rooms are large enough to warrant utilizing

them for something besides temporary storage of fru.ft or holding places

for odd pieces of equipment, boxes, etc. They could provide the cold

storage space which has historically been sor-ely lacking in most of

~l.orida's packinghouses.

n Refrigerat!on

The primary functions of refrigeration for citrus a:re 1) to maintain

the eating quality as harvest throughout the transit and marketing period

and 2) to delay the onset of decay. Cold storage to prolong the season

is very minor, with the exception of lemons {whose handling differs

markedly from that of other citrus fruit and are discussed in a separate

section in the chapter on Packinghouse Procedures). Refrigeration slows

down the resp1ratory activities of both fruit and pathogenic organisms

so that the life of the fruit is prolonged much beyond that possible

under conditions where rots and ~lds grow unchecked. Non-climacteric

fruit such as citrus do not contain substances like starch which can

be converted to sugars and other readily consumable energy sources

whose changes can be suspended for long periods of time as uQder: con-

trolled atmosphere (CA) storage. Citrus fruit must be cooled as qu1ckly

as possible to a safe temperature once the necessary washing, waxing

and other preparation for market is completed and held under proper condi-

tions of humidity and ventilation to minimize deterioration from undesirable

physiological ch~es and invasion of decay organisms. The ~t~ line of

defense in maintaining postharvest quality of citrus frUit is of course

careful handling, the prevention of the cuts, bruises, abrasions, rind

breakdowns, etc., throu,gh which fungi can readily enter. Refrigeration

is the ~.2-.~c;! line of defense along with protection by fungicides and both

have assumed increasingly greater importance as coneercial harvesting

prjictices have become rougher in recent years.

The extent to which refrigeration is used is largely dependent

upon local marketing methods. rt is usual in Florida and Texas to

take orders for shipment of fresh fruit while it is on the tree. PickjnJ:!

nstructed to harvest enou~ fru1t to cover the sales ordersrews are
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currently on hand (with due al~owa.nce for off-grade fruit, off-sizes,~, . 'c:;t;J '"~c.., c:

etc~.). The fruit is then $hipp~d as fast as possible. seldom pausing
,

for pre~oo!in&. A" fe~ packers pre~ool regularly but most rely on

mechanical reefer trucks (semi-trailers with built-in cooling units)" for"

refrigeration. This can be efficient in cool weather but the trucks

simply do not have the capacity to cool a load of warm fruit more than

a few degrees a day during warm weather (which includes much of the fall.,

late winter and spring in Florida). The Flotida industry has today less

refrigeration capaeity than any other major fruit industry in the world.

It is an increasinglyd:ifficult situation irta ~orldof expanding--and

ever more quality conscious--markets.

It is customary, on the other hand., .in California and Arizona to

sell out of an inventory of refrigerated packed fruit. Citrus (mainly
!

oraiiges) is palletized and set to cool as it is packed. The differences

in handling practice reflect, to some extent, booth the comparatiyely long
. .

hauls to market for Californ1.a-Arizona fruit and the fact a great many

western packinghouses pack one type of citrus (i.e., oranges .C;?;!:grape-

fruit!:;!.!:. lemons) 1nonly one type of conta1ner (7/10 bu. fiberboard

cartons). Typical Florida houses may pack oranges, 'Temple', tangerines

tangelos and grapefruit in a single day and offer them in a variety of
"0 [,'

containers. This makes "selling out of inventory" much more di~Q~ult.- =,

Definitip~ns and Terndnolo$:Y

~efrigeration is the general term for coolfrtgfru!t in transit or

storage, the former referring to movement direct to the market and the

latter to holding periods of a few days to several weeks or months

before or after transportation from the packinghouse to market. fc!~~

c~ling is refrigeration prior to transit or storage in a facility

designed for rapid reduction,oL fruit temperatures (with due regard fo:

physiological effects).. \,

Two types of heat are involv~ddirectly in cooling frlJit, field---
~ and heat of respiration. A third type~ latent heat, is also concerned

where water vapor in the air undergoes a change of state, as in
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condensation of moisture on fruit or evaporator coils of the refrigera-

tionunit. Field heat, which is often denoted (erroneously) simply as

,se~iblehe!t, does not involve any life process but is mereLy the

quantity of thermal energy removed in cooling (or added in heating) an

obje~t from one temperature to another. Heat of respiration comes from

conversion of sugars, 673 g cal per g ,equivalent of glucose (plus 6

molecules of °2) being produced in this process. Sensible heat thus

consists of both field heat and heat of respiration. The unit of measure

for all 3 types of heat is British Thermal Uriits (BTU), the energy

required to cool (or heat) I pound of water 1°F (from 59 to 60°F) or

the equivalent, 0.253 kg. calories, in metric units. Field heat involves

3 quantities, the dif£erence in temperature, mass (weight) and heat

capacity (specific heat). Some thermodynamic data for citrus are given

in Table 15. Specific heats for other connnon materials used in containers

are 0.3 for dry wood, 0.2 for fiberboard (cartons) and 0.15 for steel.

A ton of ice (2000 1b = 908 kg) absorbs 12,000 BTU (3036 kg ca1.)

per hour or 288,000 BTU (82,864 kg ca1.) per day (24 hours x 12,000 or

3036) as it melts. The same values are used in rating mechanical

refrigeration units (Fig. 32), although efficiency and hence the real

capacity will vary, as shown in Figs. 33 and 34 from Packinghouse News-

letter 1149, Nov. 30,1972.

Two of the 3 types of heat transfer, conduction and convection,

are involved in refrigeration of citrus fruit. Radiation from nearly

spherical objects in the temperature range involved is so Jow it can

be ignored. Conduction is the movement of heat from one molecule to

another through a solid or liquid, the rate being basically dependent upon

the thermal conductivity of the material. Conduct10n is involved in

the transfer of heat from the center to the surface of a fruit (or vice

versa) or through the metal fins of a refrigeration coil. Citrus and

other fruit are about 90% wat~r, which is a relatively poor conductor

of heat, thus the rate of heat trans£er with a given temperature gradient

will be slow. Metals, on the other hand, are good conductors, hence

the rate of heat transfer through the cooling fins is high. Conve~tion

is the movement of heat by the active motion of molecules 1n currents of
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air or some other medium (including solids or liquids). Heat transfer

of this type may be natural. as induced by differences in density of

the medium. or forced. where the natural movement is accclerated by a

fan or pump. Convection is involved in heat transfer from the surface

of a fruit to thc medium and from the medium to the cooling fins of the

refrigeration unit.

Rates of heat transfer in refrigeration of citrus fruit depend

upon 3 factors, the temperature gradient from the center to the surface

of a fruit, the velocity of the cooling medium, and the temperature

gradient through the cooling coils of the refrigeration system. Con-

duction is involved in the first and last cases. Conductivity of an

inhomogeneous fruit like citrus varies according to the relative pro-

portions of the major components (peel and flesh) and presence or

absence of a hollow central core. Rapid removal of heat requires the

largest possible temperature gradient from the fruit center to surface

during cooling. This gradient, however, must not exceed the upper limit

imposed by conductivity of the fruit tissues, any such attempt being

likely to result in freezing injury or other physiological disorders.

Convective heat transfer is limited by the heat capacity of the medium,

over 4 times the weight of air being required to transfer a given

quantity of heat as compared to water at the same velocity. Surface

characteristics of the fruit, presence or absence of a fruit surface

to medium temperature gradient (normally present in air cooling but

absent in water cooling) and turbulence in the flow of medium (too

low a velocity results in an unduly large surface to medium gradient

and too high a velocity creates so much turbulence the heat carrying

capacity of the medium is reduced) also affect convective heat transfer

in a given system. Conductive heat transfer through the cooling coils

and hence from the fruit is basically determined by refrigeration

capacity relative to the load imposed on it.

~

Fruit heat is, of course, only one of several components in the

total heat load. Others of significant importance include heat to he

removed from containers, pallets, etc., losses through the walls,
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ceiling and floor of the roomt truck or rail cart and work done by the

fan or pump in moving the cooling medium around in the system. Proper

design of a refrigeration system entails minimizing the non-fruit and

container heat load and adjustment of operating variables to provide

best efficiency with available cooling capacity.

2. Where Should the Temperature of a Fruit be Measured?

This is apparently a simple question but many packinghouse and

other operators do not know the correct answer. Citrus fruit are nearly

spherical, hence a suitable theoretical model would be a hoDlOF.eneous

sphere. The center of mass of such an object lies along the radius of

a shell dividing its mass (or volwae) in half, the 1B8ss-average point

thus being at r = lV/(2/3)n, or O.7923r from the center. The average

temperature of a sphere being cooled slowly is at this point as is that

of a sphere being cooled rapidly and allowed to come to equilibrium

under adiabatic conditions (not heat lost or gained from the surroundings)

Citrus fruit are, however, neither truly spherical nor homogeneous,

hence their mass-average point will not be found at exactly 0.7923r.

Experimental values for oranges, grapefruit and tangelos were determined

during the course of forced-air precooling experiments carried out at

Gainesville in the early 1960's. Temperatures were sensed with multi-

point therJDOcouple probes inserted in both the polar (from stylar end)

and equatorial axes of several fruit in a load. Average values (polar

and equatorial combined) are 0.784r, 0.772r and 0.795r for oranges,

grapefruit and tangelos, respectively. or somewhat less (nearer the

center) than the theoretical point except for tangelos (Soule, Yost and

Bennett, 1969). The latter, however, have a hollow center, thus the

theoretical mass~average point is closer to the surface, about O.8023r

for fruit of medium size.

The mass-average temperature of a fruit undergoing cooling can be

C':'t1C'111ated from eQuation 1.
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(Values for tangerines and 'Temple' were not determined but they should

be about the same as for tangelos or slightly less, e.g., about O.790r.)

In practice, a thermometer or other temperature-sensing device inserted

just below the peel would provide a true measure of the fruit's temp('rat~re

whether during cooling or afterwards.

3. r.n-Transit Refrigeration':

Recommended conditions for in-transitrefrigeratio!!~nd storage of
.

citrus fruit are given 1n Table 16".:.. It is imperative, particuLarly in

hot weather such as that prevailing early in the season before m.any
;

fruit reach prime edibility or late in the season, to reduce fruit

temperature to a safe level (below 50°F=10°C for oranges or tangerine

types) as soon as possible ~ft~r harvest. It is equally important,

particularly with oranges, to raise the humidity to the highest pract1c'-

able level. Fruit issh1pped mainly in semi-trailers or piggy back

semi trai1ers (trailers on rail flat cars), with some in mechanical

refrigerator cars.. Transit time is 2 to7 days for shipments to most

parts of the U.S. and Canada. Refrigeration capacity of a semi-trailer

is simply inadequate to remove the vast quantity of heat in hot fruit

during the usuar tr"ansit period. Calculations of the heat load for

a typical. trailer load of oranges are e:ivenin Table 1.8, the tipper section

(A) be1ngwithout pre~ooling and the lower one (8) with precooling.

These show the truck would be at or near its destination before the

lo~d was cooled down unless some of ~he heat were removed via precooling

pr~r to shipment,

Precooling:4.

Prompt refrigeration of oranges to 40°F(4.4°C) was recommendt.".d

by Ramsey back in 1915. Large facilities where fruit could be cooled
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prior to shipment were constructed as an integral part of packinghouses

in California and Arizona, as mentioned earlieT. Precooling is still not

usual in either Florida or Texas. A few packinghouses in Florida began

precoo1i~g in tbe late 1950's and early 1960's when the shift to cartons

and. po lyec thy1eqe b~s (shipped inb~gmaster cartons) got underway.

(Fiberbo~fd i~an excellent insulator, especially when the container is

»ti~tly closed or has £ew ventilation holes, as packinghouse operator~

soon discovered when the first attempts were made to precool fruit in

them

Cartons with side ventilation holes can be cooled very effectively

when stacked properly, but the hand labor involved is becoming so ex-

pensive many packinghouses have turned to mechanical palletizing.

top and bottom ventilation holes are far more effective with most

stacking arrangements and air-distribution patterns,:
tion utilizes convection movement to get warm air out of the c. .

~d cool air in.

Here,

since this configura-

onta1ners

Two main types of precooling facilities are, or have been, .in

general use, those utilizing air as the cooling medium and hydrocoolers.

(The latter is not recommended for citrus fru1t due to the tendency of

"weak" crops to su£fer increased decay if lacer the fruit is allowed

to return to air teI!lPerature in the store or home.) The oldest. and

most common, system is a cold storage where air at 32° to 34°F (O-lOC)

is circulated around packed containers. Cooling is slow, 12 to 24 hours
0 i

being required to reduce the teI!lPerature to about 40°F (4.4 C) in the

older versions where air was blown horizontally at low velocity: Many

of these old rooms have been remodeled and those in the newer packing-

houses in the western states designed for vertical air movement under

pressure from ceiling mounted jets. Pallets are stacked with precise

spacing and the jets are located at the corner of each pallet. Cooling

is considerably faster here than in the old horizontal-flow-rooms.

Somewhat similar precooling rooms have been constructed in some Florida

packinghouses, xcept these are designed for movement of air up through

~ective fast precooling has been achieved withloor.the Very E
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cartons on pallets but the advent of slipsheets (fiberboard sheets)

pose a problem which can be rectified only if the slipsheets can be

slotted to match the ventilation holes of the cartons.

Other means of precooling are in-trailer cooling being done in

Texas and in-car cooling. Experiments w1th a batch-type forced-air

precooler (Flg. 35) showed that citrus fruit can be cooled very rapidly

without injury (in fact~ the same lots were cooled rapidly several times

in succession wftbout injury) (Soule~ Yost and Bennett~ 1969). A proto-

type 5-stage forced-air precooler was used in cooling oranges and grape-

fruit on a moving conveyer (Fig. 36). Med1lDn-sized oranges could be

cooled as fast as 2°F (l.8°C) per minute without injury (Grierson~

Bennett and Bowman, 197Q).,

Typical cooling curves for room cooling (horizontal flow)t forced

air (batch type) and hydrocooling are shown in Fig. 37. These illustrate

how cooling can be greatly accelerated by imposing a small pressure

differential (ca I inch=2.5 cm of water) in air movement. Hydrocooling

looks good froD1the standpoint of heat removal but produces both

ppysiologic~~problems (e.g.t chilling injury) and greatly increased

susceptibility to decay.

~~ Storage

The purposes of storage are to extend the market season and to

avoid market gluts. Fruit can be held on the tree and retain good

quality for several months after peak edibility in California if packing-

house operators choose not to store fruit in their cold storages.

Tree storage is limited, however, in Florida by th~ tendency of fruit~
. . ,:,

except grapefruit, to drop or dry out rath~rquickly within a few ~~1C;s
" c

or months after they attain peak quality. The U.S. Dept. of Agriculture

Horticultural Research Sta~ion at orlando carried out about 20 years of
," c'; j

research on storage of Florida citrus. Their prin,cipal findings were
" ".c; c

tosto~e 1~nly sound fruit of high quality, do not store overmature fruit

or laete in the season, fungicides treatments are beneficial only with

,oranges (not true today, both thiabendazole and benlate bein~ definitely




